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THE NICHOLS ALGEBRA B(Vabe) AND A CLASS OF
COMBINATORIAL NUMBERS
YUXING SHI
Abstract. We investigate the Nichols algebraB(Vabe) which are from the Yetter-
Drinfeld category of Suzuki algebras. The 4n and n2 dimensional Nichols alge-
bras, first appeared in [1], are obtained again via a different method. And the
connection between the Nichols algebra B(Vabe) and a class of combinatorial
numbers on the subgroups of symmetric groups is established.
1. introduction
Nichols algebras appeared for the first time in W. Nichols’ paper[12], which
aimed to construct new examples of Hopf algebras. They also arose independently
in Woronowicz, Lusztig, and Rosso’s works [18][11][13], via the contexts of non-
commutative differential calculus, invariant bilinear form and quantum shuffles
respectively.
Nichols algebras over group algebras are of group type. Determining all finite
dimensional group type Nichols algebras is a crucial important step for the classifi-
cation of pointed Hopf algebras[3]. Heckenberger classified all finite dimensional
Nichols algebras of diagonal type(Abelian group type)[9], via the Weyl groupoid
introduced in [8] and arithmetic root systems. Angiono determined the defining
relations of the finite dimensional Nichols algebras of diagonal type in [5][4]. In
general, it’s difficult to decide whether a given Nichols algebra of non-diagonal
type is finite dimensional. Andruskiewitsch and Graña established a bridge be-
tween group type Nichols algebras and racks [2], so the study on Nichols algebras
of non-Abelian group type(also called rack type) can be carried out in the frame-
work of racks.




we came across the Nichols algebra B(Vabe) of non-group type. After we almost
had finished the work, we found that our work is overlapped with Andruskiewitsch
and Giraldi’s work [1, section 3.7]. Since our approach is different and the problem
of determining the dimension ofB(Vabe) is not completely solved, our work is still
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valuable. Besides, we establish a connection between the Nichols algebra B(Vabe)
and a class of combinatorial numbers on the subgroups of the symmetric groups.
2. the Nichols algebra B(Vabe)
2.1. Nichols algebra.
Definition 2.1. [3, Definition 2.1] Let H be a Hopf algebra and V ∈ H
H
YD. A
braided N-graded Hopf algebra R =
⊕
n≥0 R(n) ∈ HHYD is called the Nichols
algebra of V if
(i) k ≃ R(0), V ≃ R(1) ∈ H
H
YD,
(ii) R(1) = P(R) = {r ∈ R | ∆R(r) = r ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ r}.
(iii) R is generated as an algebra by R(1).




Remark 2.2. The Nichols algebra B(V) is completely determined by the braiding.
More precisely, as proved in [14] and noted in [3],
B(V) = K ⊕ V ⊕
∞⊕
n=2
V⊗n/ kerSn = T (V)/ kerS,









Sn,1 ≔ id + cn + cn−1cn + · · · + c1 · · · cn−1cn = id +Sn−1,1cn,
S1 ≔ id, S2 ≔ id + c, Sn ≔ Sn−1,1(Sn−1 ⊗ id).
2.2. The Nichols algebra B(Vabe).
Lemma 2.3. Let V = kv1 ⊕ kv2 be a vector space, c ∈ Endk (V ⊗ V) and suppose
abγe , 0 such that
c(v1 ⊗ v1) = av2 ⊗ v2, c(v1 ⊗ v2) = bv1 ⊗ v2,
c(v2 ⊗ v1) = γv2 ⊗ v1, c(v2 ⊗ v2) = ev1 ⊗ v1.
(1) (V, c) is a braided vector space iff b = γ.
(2) The braided vector space (V, c) is of diagonal type iff b2 = ae.
(3) Suppose b = γ, b2 = ae, denote









then (V, c) is a braided vector of diagonal type, where the braiding c on
the base (w1,w2) is given by
c(w1 ⊗ w1) = bw1 ⊗ w1, c(w1 ⊗ w2) = −bw2 ⊗ w1,
c(w2 ⊗ w1) = −bw1 ⊗ w2, c(w2 ⊗ w2) = bw2 ⊗ w2.
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Remark 2.4. We denote the braided vector space as Vabe in following. And Vabe is
isomorphic to Vae b 1 via v1 7→
√
ev1, v2 7→ v2.





4, b = −1, (B(Vabe) is of Cartan type A1 × A1),
27, b3 = 1 , b, (B(Vabe) is of Cartan type A2),
∞, otherwise.
2.3. The dimension of B(Vabe) on special cases. Let N = {1, 2}, define an action
of the symmetric group S2 on N
2 as
s1 · 11 = 22, s1 · 22 = 11, s1 · 12 = 12, s1 · 21 = 21.
Then there is an action of the symmetric group Sn on N
n induced by the action of
S2 on N
2. Φ : Sn → Sn via si 7→ ci is a lifting of Sn on the braid group Sn. As for
convenience, we denote Φσ as Φ(σ) for any σ ∈ Sn.
Let x = i1 · · · in, y = j1 · · · jn ∈ Nn, define vx = vi1 · · · vin , vy = v j1 · · · v jn ∈ Vnabe,
F(x|y) = {σ ∈ Sn | σ · x = y} and F̃(x|y) ∈ k such that
∑
σ∈F(x|y)
Φσ (vx) = F̃(x|y)vy.
Let īk equal to 2 in case of ik = 1 and 1 otherwise for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and x̄ = ī1 · · · īn.
Denote O(x) = {y | σ · x = y, σ ∈ Sn}, Then it’s easy to see that
Lemma 2.6. (1) Sn(vx) =
∑
y∈O(x) F̃(x|y)vy,












(4) Denote ~x = in · · · i1 if x = i1 · · · in, then F̃(x|y) = F̃(~x |~y).
Proof. (1) It’s easy to see.
(2) F(y|x) =
{
w−1 | w ∈ F(x|y)
}
.
(3) F(x̄|ȳ) = F(x|y).













































2m+1(12)k−1 |2m−2k1 12k1 2(12)k−1
)
.
Proof. We give a proof for the first formula. Since Sm+2k = Sm+2k−1,1 (Sm+2k−1 ⊗ 1),
we only need to make clear which elements of Nm+2k are sent to 2m(12)k under the
action of Sm+2k−1,1. In fact, 2m(12)k is stable under the action of id⊗m⊗S2k−1,1, and
the rest elements are shown in Figure 1. The second formula is similar to prove,
please refer the Figure 2. 
2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
· · · · · · · · ·
︸︷︷︸
m − 2k1 − 1
︸︷︷︸
2k1






2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1











Lemma 2.8. F (2n|2n) is subgroup of Sn generated by ti = sisi+1si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−2.
Proof. When n = 2, F (2n|2n) = {1} = S1. When n = 3, F (2n|2n) = {1, s1s2s1}.














































































































































is a subgroup of Sm+2k and
F
(
2m−1(21)k |2m−1−2k1 12k1 (21)k
)

















































































































































































Remark 2.12. The dimensions of the irreducible submodules of Nn forms exactly
the Pascal’s triangle according to the Proposition 2.10 and the Theorem 2.11. This
is not the first time that Pascal’s triangle has been categorified in a module category,
please refer to [6], [7], and [10].

















. The latter is obvious
since the action of S2n+1 on N



















































Theorem 2.13. Suppose b2 , a = 1, then dimB (V1b1) < ∞ if and only if b is a
n-th primitive root of unity for n ≥ 2. In particular, dimB (V1b1) = n2.










), so Sn(vx) = Sn(vy) for any
y ∈ O(x) ⊂ Nn. That is to say, F̃(x1|y1) = F̃(x2|y2) for x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ O(x1) ⊂ Nn
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= (n + k + 1)!b(n − k)
!
b
Now we can put a basis of B (V1b1) on the Pascal’s triangle and the coefficients















































































































· · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · ·
Figure 3. coefficients of the braided symmetrizer’s action on the
basis of B (V1b1)
primitive n-th root of unity for n ≥ 2, then all the nonzero coefficients located in a
square on the top of the Pascal’s triangle, see the case when n = 3 in Figure 3. So
dimB (V1b1) = n
2. 
Theorem 2.14. Suppose b2 , ae and b = −1, then B (Vabe) < ∞ if ae is a m-th
primitive root of unity for m ≥ 1. In particular, dimB (Vabe) = 4m.
Proof. Since b = −1, v1v2 = v2v1 = 0. Let x = i1 · · · in ∈ Nn such that ikik+1 = 12
or 21 for some k = 0, · · · , n − 1, then
0 = Sn(vx) =
∑
y∈O(x)
F̃(x, y)vy ⇒ F̃(x, y) = 0.
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, n is even,
F̃(1n, 1n)vn
1
, n is odd.

































































































= embm−1(1 − ae)m−1(m − 1)!ae






















So dimB (Vabe) = 4m. 
3. The polynomial F̃(1n, 1n) and a class of combinatorial numbers
Since Vabe is isomorphic to Vae b 1 as braided vector spaces and F̃(1
n, 1n) is a
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Let w ∈ F (1n|1n), define tl(w) as the minimal length of w in expressions of ti’s
and sl(w) as the minimal length of w in expressions of si’s. Denote
Enk,s = #
{













Proof. According to the Lemma 2.8, F(1n, 1n) =< ti = sisi+1si | i = 1, · · · , n−2 >.
In case n = 2m is even, then F(12m, 12m) ≃ Sm × Sm, where the first Sm is the
symmetric group on even numbers and the second Sm is the symmetric group on




. So for any w ∈
F(12m, 12m), its contribution to F̃(12m, 12m) is ak−[3k−sl(w)]/2btl(w). The similar result
holds on case that n is odd. 
Lemma 3.2. F̃0(1
n, 1n) = 1, F̃1(1





n − 2, s = 3, n ≥ 2,
0, otherwise.
Lemma 3.4. F̃n(n−1)(12n, 12n) = an(n−1)/2 and F̃n2(1
2n+1, 12n+1) = an(n+1)/2.




in the sense of tl(w) , then
w = (t1t3 · · · t2n−3)(t1t3 · · · t2n−5) · · · (t1t3)t1(t2t4 · · · t2n−2)(t2t4 · · · t2n−4) · · · (t2t4)t2
= (2n − 1, 2n − 3, · · · , 3, 1)(2n, 2n − 2, · · · , 4, 2)
= (2n − 1, 2n, 2n − 3, 2n − 2, · · · , 3, 4, 1, 2).
So sl(w) = inv(2n − 3, 2n − 2, 2n − 5, 2n − 4, · · · , 3, 4, 1, 2) = 2n(n − 1), and
F̃n(n−1)(1
2n, 12n) = an(n−1)−[3n(n−1)−sl(w)]/2 = an(n−1)/2.




in the sense of tl(w′), then
w′ = (t1t3 · · · t2n−1)w
= (2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n − 3, · · · , 3, 1)(2n, 2n − 2, · · · , 4, 2)
= (2n + 1, 2n, 2n − 1, 2n − 2, · · · , 4, 3, 2, 1),
which imply that tl(w′) = n2 and sl(w′) = n(2n + 1). So
F̃n2 (1









a2 + (n − 3)a, n ≥ 4,
0, n ≤ 3.
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Proof. It’s easy to see F̃2(1









































+ (2 + 3 + · · · + n − 3) a2 + (n − 4) a
=
(n − 1) (n − 4)
2










, s = 6, n ≥ 4,











n2 − 4n − 2
)
a2, n ≥ 6,
3a2, n = 5,
0, n ≤ 4.




















































(n − 3)(n − 6)
2
a2 + (n − 5)a + (n − 4)a + a + a
]






n2 − 7n + 8
2































, s = 9, n ≥ 6,
n2 − 4n − 2, s = 7, n ≥ 5,
0, otherwise.
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17a2 + 52a3 + 2a4, n = 8,
10a2 + 19a3 + a4, n = 7,
4a2 + 4a3, n = 6,
a3, n = 5,
0, n ≤ 4.
When n > 8, then F̃4(1
n, 1n) equals
(n − 7)(n3 − 7n2 − 14n + 96)
24
a4 +
n3 − 6n2 − 13n + 80
2
a3 +
n2 − n − 22
2
a2.


































































































n−1, 1n−1) + a4 + a
[
(n − 1)(n − 6)(n − 8)
6




(n − 3)(n − 6)
2
a2 + (n − 5)a
]
+ a · a2 + a · a2 + a · a
+ a2 · (n − 4)a + a2 · 1 + a2 · a + a2 · a + a2 · a2
+ a2
[
(n − 5)(n − 8)
2
a2 + (n − 7)a
]
+ a2 · (n − 6)a + a2 · a




+ a2 · (n − 7)a






n3 − 12n2 + 29n + 36
6
a4 +
3n2 − 15n − 6
2
a3






























6a4 − 3a3 − a2
)
(n − 9 + 1)
=
(n − 7)(n3 − 7n2 − 14n + 96)
24
a4 +










= 0, except the following cases.









, s = 12, n ≥ 8,
n3−6n2−13n+80
2
, s = 10, n ≥ 7,
n2−n−22
2
, s = 8, n ≥ 6.






10a5 + 234a4 + 226a3 + 4a2, n = 10,
4a5 + 96a4 + 131a3 + 3a2, n = 9,
32a4 + 62a3 + 2a2, n = 8,
10a4 + 19a3 + a2, n = 7,
4a3, n = 6,
0, n < 6.
When n ≥ 11, then
F̃5(1
n, 1n) =
n5 − 20n4 + 75n3 + 740n2 − 5716n + 9360
120
a5 + (n − 6)a2
+
n4 − 9n3 − 34n2 + 474n − 936
6
a4 +
n3 − n2 − 62n + 172
2
a3.
















































n3 − 12n2 + 23n + 74
2
a3 +
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+ a
[
(n − 1)(n − 6)(n − 8)
6




(n − 3)(n − 8)(n − 10)
6
a3 + (n2 − 12n + 30)a2
]
+
(n − 7)(n − 10)
2
a5 + (2n2 − 24n + 67)a4 + (4n − 27)a3










4n3 − 33n2 − 37n + 498
6
a4 +

















4k3 − 33k2 − 37k + 498
6
a4 +




= 10a5 + 234a4 + 226a3 + 4a2 + (n − 10)a2
+




(n − 10)(n3 + n2 − 24n + 234)
6
a4 +




n5 − 20n4 + 75n3 + 740n2 − 5716n + 9360
120
a5 + (n − 6)a2
+
n4 − 9n3 − 34n2 + 474n − 936
6
a4 +






= 0, except the following cases.
E95,15 = 4, E
8
5,13 = 32, E
7









, s = 15, n ≥ 10,
n4−9n3−34n2+474n−936
6
, s = 13, n ≥ 9,
n3−n2−62n+172
2
, s = 11, n ≥ 8,
n − 6, s = 9, n ≥ 7.
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